
Selection of Finger Sandwiches and Mini Brioche Buns:

Hot Smoked Salmon & Grain Mustard

Free Range Egg Mayonnaise with Cress

Cucumber & Cream Cheese

 Pulled Beef & Sweet Chilli

Homemade Hot Selection:

Free Range Scotch Egg

Sausage Rolls

Haggis Fritters

Burger in Brioche Bun

Mini Prawn Cocktail

Trio of Chocolate

Macarons

Chocolate Cups

Homemade Berry Trifle

Homemade Plain & Sultana Scones

With Heather Hills Farm Fruit Jam & Chantilly Cream

£ 4 0 . 0 0

A F T E R N O O N  T E A  M E N U

Heather Hills Farm Jam
World-class, award-winning, extra fruit preserves bursting with whole Perthshire fruit pollinated by their

own bees. Lovingly handcrafted in small batches in traditional open pans from just the finest fruit and  
British Red Tractor certified sugar, Heather Hills Farm luxury preserves are only signed off by their Master

Jam Maker when they are happy to put their name to them. Heather Hills Farm Jams contain no added
preservatives, artificial flavours or colours.

And with each sale contributing to the survival of the honeybee and their essential work in pollinating over
70% of our world's food crops, you will help the environment whilst spreading the love.

HAPPY BEES - HAPPY CROPS - HAPPY PEOPLE



Canton Loose Leaf Teas

GREEN, WHITE & OOLONG TEAS

BLACK TEAS

English Breakfast
Kenyan leaves have a golden hue, Assam adds maltiness, Rwandan tea makes it
rich and smooth and Yunnan Chinese tea gives a dark cocoa flavour.
Darjeeling
An organically produced Second Flush Darjeeling from the Potong Tea Gardens. A
sweet and floral Darjeeling, with notes of dried fruit, roses and toasted bread.
Earl Grey
This is a cut above others because we choose premium teas to carry authentic
cold-pressed Calabrian bergamot oil. 

Shaded Sencha
A premium Japanese green tea cultivated under shade, imparting a delicate umami
flavor with subtle vegetal notes and a smooth, refreshing finish
Honey Orchid
This is a small batch tea with an astonishing mix of sweet floral and mineral flavour
notes. Growing only in Guangdong, south east China, these rare tea bushes cling to the
rocky slopes of Phoenix Mountain and send down deep roots for nutrients and
moisture.
White Peach & Mango
A fresh and fruity blend of high grade white tea, natural peach and mango flavour,
rose petals, and real mango pieces. The sweetness of the peach and mango is
balanced beautifully by the floral rose and aromatic tones of the white tea.

HERBAL TEAS

Berry & Hibiscus
This entirely natural fruit blend is packed with antioxidant-rich aronia berries, elderberries, rosehip and
hibiscus petals. The fruit notes are boosted by extractions from blueberries, strawberries and
blackcurrants, with wild Spanish liquorice root giving the infusion a subtle, lingering sweetness. 
Chamomile
Harvested from a farm in rural Croatia, this blend has exceptionally small flowers and a higher
concentration of essential oils, which gives the infusion a particularly sweet, fruity, mellow flavour. The
aroma evokes an apple orchard in late summer
Triple Mint
This blend has a multi-dimensional taste that delivers depth of flavour and a refreshing, cooling mint
sensation. Peppermint and spearmint from the fertile Nile valley and lemon balm – mint with a citrus
hint – are selected for ideal flavour balance and then dried carefully to retain their essential oils. 


